Like A Ship That Drifted Away
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Words by
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In to my life when all was bright you came like a ship one day, one day
In to my life when all was bright you came like a ship one day,

Out of my life in to the night like a ship you drifted a way,
Out of my life in to the night like a ship you drifted a way,

Out of my life in to the night like a ship you drifted a way, drifted far away
Gone are the tears and the weary years I love you that's all I say, I say
Gone are the tears and the weary years I love you that's all I say, I say

Gone are the tears and the weary years I love you that's all I say, I say
I want you in my life again The ship that drifted away, far away,
I want you in my life again The ship that drifted away, far away,
I want you in my life again The ship that drifted away, far away.
Like A Ship That Drifted Away
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"Wait" When I think of you etc.

Wand'-ring be-side the rest-less sea
Un-der the pale moon

Sad is my heart to-night
Oft-en I press'd your hand
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Vessels glide Un to some distant shore
Held you fast Nor dreamed we loved in vain

Softly it sings the restless tide Of days that are no more
I sometimes think from out the past That dream will come again

Into my life when all was bright You came like a ship one
dolce.

Day Out of my life into the night like a

Like a Ship 3.
Gone are the tears and the weary years I love you that's all I say I want you in my life again The ship that drifted away

Like a Ship 3.
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